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Abstract    .  Reinforcement Learning addresses the problem of 
learning to select actions in unknown environments. Due to the 
poor performance of Reinforcement Learning in more complex and 
thus more realistic tasks with large state spaces and sparse 
reinforcement, much effort is done to speed up learning as well as 
on finding structure in problem spaces [11, 12]. Models are 
introduced in order to improve learning by allowing to plan on the 
internal world model. This implies that a directed exploration in the 
model is a very important factor in relation to better learning 
results.  In this paper we present an algorithm which explores the 
model by computing so-called Significance Values for each state. 
Using these values for model planning, during early stages 
knowledge propagation is enhanced, during later stages values in 
important states retain higher values and might therefor be useful 
for future decomposition of state spaces. Empirical results in a 
simple grid navigation task will demonstrate this process. 
 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION  

Reinforcement Learning (RL) addresses the question of 
learning how to pick actions in order to maximize an 
externally given payoff. RL techniques are applied to 
problems in which the learner is given the ability to perform 
actions in an environment and in which it is given a sparse 
and/or delayed reward for these actions. Despite some initial 
and encouraging success, where RL techniques could even 
be applied to moderate complex domains [10], they scale 
poor in complex domains, where state spaces become too 
large to be exhaustively explored. As most research spaces, 
studied in AI are too large and cause a poor learning speed 
the improvement of RL techniques is the central aspect of 
the ongoing research. The resulting introduction of internal 
models [5, 6, 8] to the learner was a major innovation in 
order to improve and making use of gathered data and 
learning performance. The basic idea of these approaches is 
the general planning procedure of trying possible 
alternatives on the model instead of directly trying them in 
the world. Especially in the case of autonomous learning 
robots, where real world steps are costly and potentially 
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dangerous, this is a very important fact.  The agent keeps an 
internal model of its knowledge, which is used for 
hypothetical action planning in order to improve real world 
behaviour. The way of how to explore the world model is 
the most important aspect of these methods and differs 
significantly among them.  
 
In this paper we present a new algorithm which explores the 
world model on basis of significant states. As knowledge is 
generally propagated in a wave-like process, and the basic 
idea of this algorithm is to stay on this wave of knowledge 
like a surfer, this method is called Q-Surfing [4]. 
Hypothetical steps are thus guaranteed to start within areas 
of already achieved knowledge and therefor improve the 
overall knowledge increase. Over the time few significant 
states in important world areas retain higher values as they 
are sensitive in relation to exploration and might therefor be 
useful in the future for state space decomposition.  
 

2.  REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 

RL algorithms are active learning methods, which enables a 
learning agent to select actions to maximize an externally 
given performance measure. The performance measure or 
so-called reward/penalty, is usually sparse and delayed. In 
the beginning of the learning process, when the agent has 
not yet received any payoff, the effect of applying actions 
and the resulting effects are unknown to the learner. The 
goal of learning is to find an optimal policy for the selection 
of actions, which when applied for the action selection, 
maximizes the future reward. Most RL techniques base on 
the estimation of value-functions that assess the utility of 
each individual state of the environment. The value-function 
represents the estimated future reward the learner receives 
upon executing the best available action in the 
corresponding state. Once a good or optimal value-function 
is known, it may be used to generate good or optimal action 
by a fast shallow search in the action space. Hence the 
problem of learning an optimal action selection policy is 
solved by learning optimal value-functions. In most 
currently available RL methods, the optimal value-function 
is approximated with dynamic programming techniques [2]. 



In this paper we will base on Q-Learning [13], the most 
famous Reinforcement Learning technique for learning 
optimal policies in Markovian decision tasks. The basic idea 
is to learn an evaluation function that gives a value for 
performing each action in each state. This function is 
denoted in literature by Q(s,a), where s is a state from the 
discrete state space, representing the world, and a is an 
action from action space. The function predicts the 
discounted cumulative reinforcement while executing action 
a in state s. The immediate payoff rs, received in state s' after 
executing action a in state s, is used to adapt to the optimal 
Q-function by applying the following update rule: 
 

Equation 1: The Q-Update-Rule 

 
 
0 < α < 1 is a learning rate. 0 < γ < 1 is the so-called 
discount, which is used to geometrically discount rewards 
that are received in the future. Once the optimal Q-function 
is given, the control policy is simply to choose the action 
with the highest utility Q(s,a) in a state s. Under the 
assumption that every action in every state is tried with even 
distribution and infinitely often, repeated application of the 
above given update rule leads to the adaptation of the 
optimal Q-function and thus the optimal control policy [3, 7] 
 

2.1  Model-based Reinforcement Learning Methods 

Model-based RL methods base on the RL technique 
extended by a learned world model. The world model is 
defined as something that behaves like the real world. Given 
a state and an action it is supposed to give a prediction of the 
resultant reward and next state. If the world states are 
observable it is straightforward to infer the model from 
interaction with the world. If the world states are not 
observable, the model has to be derived from supervised 
learning techniques. Here we assume the states are 
observable. 
 
Following every real world step, a number of hypothetical 
steps in the model are performed in order to improve 
learning speed. The choice of model states for starting 
hypothetical steps has a deep impact on the way knowledge 
is achieved and thus on the learning speed. There are 
important differences in the choice of model states, due to 
this fact, we are going to present the following two well-
known methods.  
 
2.1.1  DYNA 
Dyna [8] is an architecture that integrates learning and 
planning. Learning and planning differ only in their source 
of experience. The model or the so-called experience is 

learned from the real world knowledge. Additionally to 
acting in the real world, following each performed real-
world action, repeatedly an additional 1-step planning 
process is started. This means that first a state is chosen 
randomly from experience, then a previously taken random 
action is chosen in this state. Afterwards the same Q-
Learrning update rule is applied to this hypothetical step. 
Despite the improvement achieved by the planning 
procedure, the planning process is quite computationally 
intensive. This becomes even more important if one 
considers the way states are chosen from experience. By a 
random choice it may frequently happen, especially in the 
beginning of the learning process, that states are chosen, 
which do not contain any knowledge. Thus no knowledge 
increase is achieved by planning. In order to overcome this 
problem many researchers focus on the problem of how to 
choose efficiently states from the experience.   
 
2.1.2  PRIORITIZED SWEEPING 
Prioritized Sweeping [5, 6] is such a method, which 
improves planning by focusing on particular states and 
actions. They introduce so-called priorities, which are 
computed by the absolute change of utilities, and are given 
to every state/action pair. Later on they are used for the 
process of choosing states from the experience. As 
knowledge should be generally transported from the goal 
area towards the start area, the planning process is working 
in a backward orientation [9]. The idea behind this 
algorithm is that if the utility of a state/action pair is 
changed by some amount, all actions from previous states 
leading to this special state have to be changed as well. 
Despite the further learning improvement of this algorithm, 
the computation in order to allow this kind of planning is 
very intensive in relation to time and space. To be able to 
compute the utility changes, one has to store priorities for 
every state/action pair, which might be very costly in 
relation to large state spaces. 
 
For these reasons, the Q-Surfing algorithm follows a 
different approach, which will be presented in the following 
chapter.  
 

3.  Q-SURFING 

Q-Surfing [4]) is based on the idea to direct more 
computation to the wave, where the highest knowledge 
increase is to be expected. In order to do so, these states 
have to be detected first. This is done by the computation of 
Significance Values. The calculation of these values is 
described in the following paragraph, the second paragraph 
demonstrates the use of these values in relation to the 
operation of the complete algorithm.  
 
The Significance Values or so-called QD-Values are 
calculated by the following equation. They represent the 
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difference between the Q(s,a), the utility value for 
performing the best action a in a state s at time t, and the 
mean utility-value over all other possible actions b, where 
|A| denotes the number of possible actions. This kind of 
computation is more specific than just asking if there is at 
least an action in a state, having a non-zero utility-value.  
 

Equation 2: The computation of QD-Values  

 
The Significance Values are computed for single states, not 
for pairs of states and actions, which reduces the effort 
significantly. Furthermore they might be calculated online, 
which means that there is no effort on storing data at all. 
This fact is very interesting for large state spaces. 
Underlying this computation, during later stages of learning, 
some states retain higher Significant Values than others. 
This means that it is important to follow the policy in these 
states. Normally this is the case in areas of maze tasks, 
where for example a small passage has to be hit or where a 
turn has to be performed in order to reach the goal. This fact 
has an important impact on future decomposition of state 
space, which is a highly necessary aspect in large state 
spaces. If the Significance Values saturate over the learning 
process less states are inserted into the list and less effort is 
put into model backups. 
 
 
Repeat forever: 
1. Observe the current state s and choose an action a:= 

Policy(s) with some  factor of randomness 
2. Perform action a and observe the following state s' and 

the reward r 
3. Apply the Q-Learning-Update [Equation1] to the 

experience s, s', a, r 
4. Store s in a sorted list L of length k, if: 

QDnew(s) > L[i] for all i ∈ {1,…,k} 
5. Repeat k-times 

• Set hypothetical start state x to L[k] and select an 
action u with the same random factor 

• Send x and u to the world model and obtain 
predictions of the next state x' and the reward r' 

• Apply the Q-Learning-Update [Equation1] to the 
hypothetical experience x, x', u and r' 

 

4.  EXPERIMENTS 

In the following chapter we describe a set of experiments 
made with the Q-Surfing algorithm. The results are 
compared to the methods presented above. The primary aim 
of our experiments was to demonstrate the development of 
QD-Values over the learning progress. The experiments are 

made in a 11x11 grid world, shown in figure 1. The agent's 
task is to navigate from the start to the goal. Reaching the 
goal it is given a reward of 1.0. If it collides with the wall a 
negative reward of -0.3 is given, 0 otherwise.  
 

Figure 1 The Maze Task. Start (upper left), Goal (lower right). 

 
The agent is allowed to take 8 action. This means it is 
allowed to go to the North, Northeast, East, Southeast, 
South, Southwest, West and Northwest. Actions are chosen 
according to policy with some amount of random 
exploration. We are generally using Boltzmann exploration 
with a parameter τ = 0.6 and an annealing rate set to 0.9. 
The learning rate α is set to 0.75, the discount factor γ is set 
to 0.4.  In addition to performing real world actions, the Q-
Surfing agent chooses 4 model states with 3 backups each. 
Dyna and Prioritized Sweeping choose 12 states to perform 
1 backup each.  
 
 

4.1  Results 

The focus of the first experiments was to demonstrate the 
development of the Significance Values over the trials. 
Experiments were made with fix and changing start states. 
The interesting aspect of these 'changing start' experiments 
is the ability to reuse knowledge. At last we compared Q-
Surfing to Dyna and Prioritized Sweeping. In this relation 
we consider the so-called explored states, which denote how 
often the states are visited for model backups. 
 
4.1.1  QD-VALUES DURING DIFFERENT STAGES OF LEARNING  
The following maps are taken from en experiment with fix 
start state. The first picture was taken after the 5th Trial. 
Dark areas stand for high QD-Values. After the 5th Trial the 
Significance Values start to increase along the goal area, 
where the reward is given. The highest Significance Values 
are still denoted around the goal area, but the values are 
already spread. Figure 2 demonstrates the change of 
Significance Values. During early stages of learning the 
Significance Values keep high values around the goal area, 
where utilities first increase by receiving a reward. During 
learning the utilities are more and more spread around the 
world, and areas become darker and darker. In late stages of 
learning the Significance Values retain high values in 
important world areas such as along walls or in the area of 
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passages. This observation is clear as it is important to 
follow policy actions in these areas.  
 

 
Figure 2 QD-Values after the 5th trial (upper left), after the 10th trial (upper 
middle), after the 100th (upper right), after the 1000th (lower left) and after 
10000th (lower right) 
 
 
 
4.1.2  QD-VALUES WHILE CHANGING THE START 
 
The following experiments are taken with the same 
parameters as before, but the start is changed randomly 
every trial. The goal state is never changed in order to check 
whether the agent is able to reach from any position in the 
world. The above figure 5 demonstrates that by starting in 
different regions of the world, especially in the beginning of 
learning, more knowledge can be achieved. During later 
stages of learning this becomes less significant. Anyhow it 
can be seen that in figure 3 there is tendency towards high 
values in important areas, which is significantly sooner than 
before. So one can assume that knowledge is transported 
more quickly if the agent is given the ability to start 
anywhere and thereby explore different areas, it probably 
would not have visited while starting from the same place 
all the time. This becomes more important as once the agent 
adapts a policy, it normally does not change and always 
selects these action policies. If the start is changed the agent 
also selects policy actions but takes different paths, which 
stand for a higher knowledge gain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3 QD-Values after 1st trial (upper left), after the 10th trial (upper 
middle), after 200th trial (upper right),and 500th trial (lower left) 
 
 
4.1.3  COMPARISON BETWEEN Q-SURFING, DYNA AND 

PRIORITIZED SWEEPING 
 
The comparison between these methods is started with maps 
of the most frequently states in the model. The maps are 
taken after the 100th, after the 1000th and the 10000th trial. 
Dark areas stand for highly explored areas. All experiments 
are taken with the same parameters, given above. Instead of 
backing up 4 states with 3 steps each, Dyna and Prioritized 
Sweeping are going to take 12 states with one step each. 
 
 

 
Figure 4 Maps are taken after trial 100. It presents most frequently 
explored model states by Prioritized Sweeping (left), Dyna (middle) and Q-
Surfing (right) 
 
The above figure presents the different areas of model 
planning steps. The differences of these methods become 
clear by regarding figure 4, as it demonstrates where most 
model backups are situated. While Dyna visits all world 
areas with a similar frequency, Prioritized Sweeping 
primarily visits the states where the highest changes occur. 
If there are few states in the list, the process of planning 
stops at earlier stages. Q-Surfing focuses primarily on these 
regions or states, where it is most important to consider 
policy actions, which can be seen by the dark areas between 
the passages in the wall. 
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5.  CONCLUSION 
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